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Protecting our climate is vital for future generations
/This is Why Sharp is committed to clean, green power.

Editorial

Sharp is a pioneer in photovoltaics /This is Why Sharp
solar modules have set standards for over 50 years.

Photovoltaic systems generate power from sunlight – reliably and
Company

Sharp Solar

with no impact on the environment. You can feed the generated

4

power into the grid or use and / or store it yourself, or both. The
solar modules of a photovoltaic (PV) system can be installed on
your own roof, on office buildings, schools and factories or on
open spaces. What’s more, the solar power industry boosts the
The energy
turnaround

Environment

European economy and creates new, future-proof jobs.
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Photovoltaics also reflects the pioneering spirit of Sharp, a global
enterprise with its European headquarters in Hamburg, Germany,
Photovoltaics
Photovoltaic modules
Photovoltaic systems

Technology

PV factories in Wrexham, North Wales and Catania, Italy, research
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laboratories in Oxford, England, and branches in a variety of
European countries.
As a pioneer in the development of solar power, Sharp has been
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contributing to this fascinating technology for more than 50 years.
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Dear Reader,

34

Europe’s flag flies under a lucky star: the sun. The energy it emits

Sharp PV modules always use state-of-the-art technology and
offer PV system operators a high level of investment security
over decades.

over our continent in less than an hour is equal to the annual
power consumption of all 27 EU member-countries. If we were

This brochure provides you with a summary of the most important

to use only a fraction of the sun’s potential, we could effectively

facts and arguments in favour of solar power. Once you have read

combat climate change and permanently secure Europe’s energy

this brochure, we are certain that you will be as enthusiastic and

supply – for millions of years and not just for decades. Photo-

convinced about photovoltaics as we are.

voltaic modules from Sharp, the solar power pioneer, are turning
this dream into everyday reality.

Your Sharp Solar Europe Team

This brochure was printed on FSC certified paper.
®
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Sharp Solar

Sharp looks back on a century of innovation /This is Why
it has a tradition of groundbreaking solar technology.
Sharp factories and subsidiaries in Europe
The company

From pioneer to global player

In 1912, company founder Tokuji Hayakawa laid the foundations

More than 50 years ago, Sharp was fascinated by the idea of gen-

for today’s global technology group when he opened a metal

erating power from sunlight. Moreover, an independent, power-

workshop. Three years later, he invented the Ever Sharp Pencil,

ful source of energy was required for the exploration of space,

a mechanical pencil that was the inspiration for the company’s

and back in 1976, the first satellite powered by Sharp solar cells

name. Since then, Sharp has developed hundreds of innovative

orbited the Earth. As one of the very first solar specialists, Sharp

products, thus reflecting the company’s philosophy: “We make

has done pioneering work that has regularly led to groundbreak-

products that others want to imitate”. To this day, this company

ing advances in solar technology. To this day, the company is one

from the Land of the Rising Sun owns many patents for pioneering

of the world’s leading manufacturers of solar cells, with a produc-

technologies and products.

tion capacity of 1,242 megawatts (MW) in 2010. Thanks to its
expertise and innovative products Sharp has shaped the current

Sharp was the first to manufacture radios and televisions in Japan.

face of the solar industry in Europe and contributed to the success

In 1973, the company kicked off the LCD era with the premiere

of photovoltaics on a global scale.

Stockholm

Moscow
Wrexham

Paris

All over the world, Sharp solar modules are known as powerful

thin-film solar cells. These products were followed by a flood of

and reliable energy providers for homes, agricultural operations,
solar parks, industries and public buildings, and the company is

innovations, including the world’s first 14-inch colour TFT LCD flatCorporate data*

The secret of Sharp’s success is an exemplary long-term research
and development policy.

Vienna

t 4IBSQ$PSQPSBUJPO1SFTJEFOU
Mikio Katayama

Barcelona

Catania

playing a major role in establishing solar energy worldwide. Since
autumn 2008, Sharp Energy Solution Europe (SESE) has been

LCD screen (1992), the world’s first Internet-compatible Viewcam
purifier (2000) and the world largest LCD TV in mass production.

Soultz
Zurich
Milan

Seven years later, Sharp launched the first calculator powered by

with MPEG4 technology (1999), the world’s first Plasmacluster air

Warsaw

Houten

of the world’s first computer featuring a liquid crystal display.

screen TV (1988), the world’s first camcorder with a multicolour

Torun
Hamburg

London

headquartered in Hamburg, from where Sharp manages its European photovoltaic activities.

Factory
Subsidiary
Headquarters, Sharp Energy Solution Europe

t (MPCBMFNQMPZFFT
64,200
t 5VSOPWFSJOGJTDBM

At home in Europe
Since 1968, Sharp’s European headquarters have been located

25.7 billion EUR**
t 4QFOEJOHGPSSFTFBSDIBOEEFWFMPQNFOU

in Hamburg. Ten branches throughout Europe organise various

in fiscal 2010

business segments at a national level. Sharp’s innovative prod-

1.48 billion EUR**

ucts are developed at Sharp laboratories in various cities, including Oxford, and produced at factories in the UK, Italy, France
and Poland.
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* Fiscal 2010 ended on 31 March 2011
** Conversion into euros is based on the exchange rate of
1 € = 117.61 Japanese Yen prevailing on 31 March 2011
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Sharp Solar
Our planet is facing an ecological crisis /This is Why
Sharp is committed to becoming an environmentally
advanced company.
Eco-positive company
“We want to become an environmentally advanced company.”

its packaging by half and its weight by about a third, which in

This statement has represented Sharp’s core philosophy since

turn reduces transport capacity requirements and fuel consump-

2004. Time and again, the company has proved that these are not

tion. Sharp’s environmental efforts at its factory in Wrexham,

just empty words. In the past few years, 300 Sharp products have

North Wales, have also made the headlines. In 2008, the factory

received international awards for their outstanding eco-friendly
design. Sharp was the first manufacturer to receive the EU Ecolabel
for a TV set. Thanks to their energy-saving characteristics, nearly
all Sharp copiers and multifunctional printers carry the respected
Energy Star label.
4VQFS(SFFO'BDUPSJFT
In 2003, Sharp introduced a stringent evaluation system for its factories and consciously subjected them to internal competition. One
Sharp factory, for example, was awarded nine points for its use of

1.55 m
tonnes
Fiscal 2009: greenhouse
gas emissions

2.41 m
tonnes

was presented with the Wales Business and Sustainability Award
in recognition of the solar power and microwave factory’s ambitious steps towards an eco-friendly and sustainable future. The
new production processes introduced at the factory focus on the

Fiscal 2009: greenhouse
gas emission reductions

In fiscal 2009, Sharp emitted 1.55 million tonnes of CO2 while the use

efficient use of resources as well as the taking back and recycling
of old products. From 2006–2007, the factory reduced its landfill
waste by 24 %, the energy used in manufacturing by nearly 23 %

of Sharp energy-creating and -saving products contributed to emis-

and its water consumption by 48 % – achievements that put this

sion reductions of 2.41 million tonnes, i. e. approx. 1.6 times higher

ISO 14001-certified factory ahead of all of its competitors.

than Sharp’s emissions.

rainwater and water condensation and for processing wastewater

A passion for sport

from the production processes, and 14 points for its use of recy-

Sharp’s passion for technology and innovative progress is also

cled materials and avoidance of landfill waste. The main aim is to

Environmental pioneers in Europe

demonstrated in its dedication to sport. The EUROTOP sponsor-

achieve Super Green Factory status, for which an extremely high

In Europe, three out of four Sharp factories currently qualify as

ship contract signed in 2010 made Sharp one of the main spon-

points score is required. In 2009, all the Sharp factories in Japan

Super Green Factories. The Sharp factory in Alsace, France, which

sors of the UEFA European Championships in 2012. With Sharp

were awarded Super Green Factory status, with Sharp’s high-tech

manufactures more than one million standard and multifunctional

celebrating its centenary in 2012, this prestigious event will fit

factory in Kameyama coming out top. Kameyama generates most

printers a year, achieved this status in July 2006. One of the rea-

in perfectly with Sharp’s international operations. Sharp is a real

of the energy it needs for production purposes itself from one of

sons is its stringent approach to sorting waste. Since 2004, all

professional in its support for the popular sport of football. From

Asia’s largest on-roof PV systems with capacity of 5.2 MW. What

waste materials – batteries, plastic, neon strips, paper, glass or

1982–2000 Sharp sponsored one of the world’s legendary clubs,

is more, the factory’s remaining energy needs are met by a cutting-

wooden pallets – have been collected and separated. What is

Manchester United, and from 1987–1994 the Sharp logo was seen

edge gas-fired heat and power plant, and the wastewater is not

more, the factory in Alsace has also made progress in its logistics.

on the shirts of Hamburg SV in the Bundesliga. What is more,

only used to heat water but also to provide air conditioning.

By switching to a new kind of cardboard, it cut the volume of

Sharp is not only active on the football pitch but also on stadium

The football stadium in Mainz, Germany

roofs, e. g. in Mainz (240 kWp) and Nuremberg (140 kWp) where
PV systems have been installed to provide these top-flight German
teams with many years of clean, green power.
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Environment

We have to combat climate change /This is Why we need
more renewable energy, and above all solar power.

Solar power – a great chance for Europe
Disastrous floods in the north, heat waves in Central and Eastern
Europe, droughts in the south: the dire forecasts of the World Climate Report are alarming for Europe. However, the UN study also
reveals how the impending climate catastrophe can be prevented.
The main way to save the climate is to make greater use of renewable energy sources – with solar energy topping the list. But there
is not much time left. If we do not act now, increasing concentrations of CO2 and rising temperatures could result in irreversible
consequences within a decade.
Every single one of us can and should make a contribution to sustainably protecting our planet from environmental damage. The
sun’s energy gives us a chance to maintain and improve the quality
of life on Earth. So let’s be grateful for this gift from the skies as a
sensible alternative to coal, oil and nuclear power – in Europe and
all over the world.

9

The energy turnaround

(SFFOIPVTFHBTFTBSFUISFBUFOJOHPVSDMJNBUF/This is Why
solar power is a crucial alternative to fossil fuels.
Finite energy resources
The Earth is running a fever

Saving the climate with photovoltaics

an energy flow density on the Earth’s surface of 168 W / m2. Wind

Our environment has been ailing since the Industrial Revolution in

Fossil fuels are finite. That is a fact. A radical rethink in manufac-

power, in comparison, delivers 3 W / m2, biomass and geothermal

turing industry and energy policy is vital if we are to ensure that

energy 0.1 W / m2.

the late 18th century. Huge amounts of harmful gases, first and

Limited supplies of conventional energy sources:
Availability in years based on current state of knowledge:

foremost carbon dioxide, have been released into the atmosphere.

global warming does not become our undoing. Every single one

Billions of tons of oil, gas and coal have been extracted and con-

of us can and indeed should contribute to preventing this climate

sumed – sparking off human-induced climate change. The conse-

Uranium

catastrophe. According to the EU Commission’s Directorate-Gen-

quences of global warming are leaving devastating traces world-

Natural gas

eral for the Environment, the technologies and policies for a sig-

wide: hurricanes demolishing cities, disastrous floods destroying

nificant reduction in emissions of greenhouse gases already exist.

Crude oil

livelihoods, droughts devastating crops.

Now it is up to us to restore the balance and pass our planet on to
Coal

Following publication of the Fourth Assessment Report by the

the next generation in as healthy a state as possible.
2000

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 2007, the

2050

2100
Year

2150

2200
Source: BGR

A bright future is forecast for photovoltaics in particular. This

EU has set itself some ambitious goals. This UN Report addresses

technology is entirely emission-free and utilises an energy source

the two-degree goal, the purpose of which is to limit global warm-

that is free and available in abundance – the sun. Of all renew-

ing to less than two degrees above pre-industrial levels. The EU

able energy sources solar power has the greatest potential with

aims to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 80–95 % of 1990

According to the UN Climate Report, every third species of animal is threatened with
extinction in the next few decades

levels by 2050, thus positioning Europe at the forefront of the climate protection movement.

Rising concentration of CO2 in the Earth's atmosphere

The UN World Climate Report, on which 2,500 international
researchers and 450 main authors worked for six years, focuses
particularly on the role of human-induced climate change. The main

Over the last 250 years, the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere has risen
by about 35% to the highest levels in at least 650,000 years.

cause of global warming – with a probability of more than 90 % –

Figures in parts per million (ppm)

is seen as emissions of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide.
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The energy turnaround

A virtually inexhaustible supply of energy /This is Why
the Earth can rely on solar power to meet its energy needs.

The sun – a gift from the skies

Europe’s strongest power

The path to an energy turnaround

Solar power’s share of Europe’s energy mix has been increas-

Everyone knows what a wonderful feeling it is to look up at the

The temperature in the sun’s core is about 15 million degrees Cel-

The sun could meet the whole of the world’s electricity needs

ing consistently for years. The authors of the Solar Generation 6

sun on a warm summer’s day. The sun’s power attracts us, gives

sius and the pressure 300 billion times that of the Earth’s. This is

thousands of times over! If photovoltaic technology were as wide-

Report (from Greenpeace Europe and the European Photovoltaic

us energy for life and recharges our batteries.

where the sun generates its energy. The temperature of the exter-

spread as conventional energy sources, we would be living in a

Industry Association) predict that solar technology will account for

nal gas layers (photosphere) we can see with the naked eye is still

different world. Imagine you live in an average European four-per-

around 12 % of Europe’s energy mix by 2020 – even assuming a

The sun was formed from an interstellar cloud of dust and gas

around 5,500 degrees Celsius – more than three times the melting

son household – washing, watching television, cooking, playing

moderate scenario.

approx. 4.6 billion years ago. It is the only celestial body in our

point of iron.

computer games, ironing, listening to music, etc. The appliances

solar system that radiates light and heat – a gigantic ball of gas

you need for such activities consume an average of 4,430 kWh of

without a solid core and a diameter of close to 1.4 million km.

Worshipping the sun since time immemorial

electricity a year. If this family had a photovoltaic system with a

The Earth orbits the sun at an average distance of 149 million

Humankind has attached a special significance to the sun since

capacity of 3–4 kW installed on the roof of their home, they could

km. Its inconceivable magnitude is indicated by the fact that it

the dawn of history – not least on what is now European soil. In

generate all the electricity they need themselves. What is more,

would take 1,300,000 of our earths to form a celestial body the

Greco-Roman and Nordic mythology, gods such as Apollo, Sunna

they would prevent huge quantities of CO2 from being released

size of the sun.

and SvaroÏiç drove a sun cart across the skies. Even our Sunday has

Structure of the sun

into the atmosphere.

Global energy mix up to 2100

Forecast by the Scientific Advisory Board of the German government
Global environmental changes
Other
renewables

its origins in these early times. Numerous peoples dedicated the
first day of the week to the sun. In Greek it is known as hêméra

Climate change, rising prices and the finite nature of conventional

Solar power

energy sources have necessitated the development of alternative

Wind

energies. Renewables are already supplying homes with eco-

Biomass

1,400

friendly energy and safeguarding the economy – with photovoltaic

Corona

technology playing a key role among the renewables.

Chromosphere
Photosphere
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1,600
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hêliou, in Latin dies solis and in English Sunday.
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The sun: a virtually inexhaustible energy supply
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Technology
Simple in principle but technologically demanding
/This is Why Sharp invests considerable resources in
photovoltaics research and development.

Nobel prize for photovoltaics
Power of great value from simple sunlight: although it may first
seem more like magic, the principle is actually based on advanced
technology – and the magic word is photovoltaics. The French
physicist Alexandre Edmond Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic
effect in 1839 and thus paved the way for modern-day solar cells.
The fascinating technology of photovoltaics is unfolded on
the following pages. Find out which world-renowned scientist
was awarded a Nobel Prize for his photoelectric research, how
this intelligent means of generating power works, what photovoltaic systems are available, and how anyone can make effective
use of photovoltaics.
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Photovoltaics
Photovoltaics is as smart as Einstein /This is Why
Sharp follows the example of this genius and his
prizewinning discovery.

Long live physics

Photos + volt = photovoltaics

A solar cell: sunlight in, power out

In 2005 the world celebrated Einstein Year, awakening memories

Photovoltaics is a compound of the Greek word for light, photos,

80–90 % of solar cells are made of silicon. Silicon is a classical

fluctuations due to international developments and supply bot-

of one of the most famous of all Nobel prizewinners. Einstein’s

and the name of electrical engineering pioneer, Alessandro Volta.

metalloid and consequently has properties of both metals and non-

tlenecks. This is a key consideration for the EU, which imports

contributions to theoretical physics were a major influence on

The term for a unit of electric current, volt, was also named after

metals. Quartz sand, a well-researched substance widely used in

more than 50 % of its energy.

our modern-day perspective on the physical world. However, it

this Italian scientist. If you put both words together, you get pho-

chip technology, is the base material for semiconductors. Silicon,

was not his much-acclaimed Theory of Relativity that raised this

tovoltaics – light being transformed into electricity.

the second most abundant element on Earth after oxygen, is found

genius to the researchers’ Olympus, but his Hypothesis of Light

in grains of sand on the beach. In order to produce solar cells, the

Quanta. Einstein was awarded the 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics for

raw silicon needs to be thoroughly cleaned and crystallised. Every

his explanation of the photoelectric effect: photovoltaics.

solar cell has a positive and a negative layer. When sunlight hits

t Safe supply of energy: consumers are protected against price

t Power supplies guaranteed to business and industry in the long
term
t Environment-friendly solar power compatible with a company’s
societal responsibility

the cell, an electrical charge is generated between the two layers.
Photovoltaics, or the direct conversion of sunlight into electricity,

This is referred to as the inner photoelectric effect. This current can

is a process based on a physical reaction. Einstein’s Hypothesis of

be measured at the plus and minus poles. If you attach contacts to

Light Quanta can be summarised as follows:

the two silicon layers, current flows. Once converted to alternating

t Light is a flow of photons or energy, in which every energy

current, this direct current has the same quality as conventional

quantum possesses the energy E = constant h × frequency f.

electricity out of a socket. You could say a photovoltaic system is

t An increase in light intensity means an increase in the photons

How a solar cell works

your direct line to the sun.

absorbed per unit time per unit area.
t An electron only absorbs the energy of one photon.

Solar power offers important advantages:

A

t Environmental compatibility since no greenhouse gases are

D

B

generated during power production
t Decentralised use

C
D

A: Front contact
B: Negative layer

A visionary genius: Albert Einstein won a Nobel Prize for his explanation of the

C: Positive layer
D: Flow of current

Putting theory into practice: photovoltaic modules from Sharp

photoelectric effect
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Photovoltaic modules
The right photovoltaic modules for every application
/This is Why it makes good sense to choose Sharp’s
award-winning products.

Which module is best where?

thin-film modules mean they work best in

Monocrystalline modules

Polycrystalline modules

Sharp is a leading manufacturer of monocrystalline, polycrystal-

relatively warm climates and are suitable

These modules work with black solar cells made of a single silicon

Polycrystalline or multicrystalline modules have dark blue solar

line and thin-film solar modules. In other words, the company

for family homes and large plants. Sharp’s

crystal with a regular structure. The base material for production

cells cut from cast silicon blocks and are made up of numerous

from the Land of the Rising Sun has the right solar power solu-

high-tech solar modules have received

is drawn silicon blocks. High-performance saws cut the crystal into

small silicon crystals. Polycrystalline modules are slightly less effi-

tion for every application. Sharp’s tried-and-tested monocrystal-

several awards, including a “very good”

thin sheets, roughly 0.2 mm thick, and more commonly known

cient than monocrystalline ones but are less costly to manufacture

line and polycrystalline modules are characterised by a high level

rating from the renowned German insti-

as wafers. These are then chemically processed and contacts

because the production process is not so complicated. These most

of efficiency, delivering a great deal of power in a limited space.

tute Stiftung Warentest and the German

attached. Monocrystalline cells achieve a high level of efficiency in

widely used modules are suitable for photovoltaic systems on fam-

The temperature coefficients of the innovative microamorphous

Top Brand PV seal in 2011.

excess of 15 % and are particularly suitable for small to medium-

ily homes as well as for larger systems on industrial roofs.

sized systems where space is limited.
Manufacturing process for photovoltaic modules

Monocrystalline

Ingot drawing process

Wafer cutting

Solar cell circuitry

Finished module

Solar cell circuitry

Finished module

Solar cell circuitry

Finished module

Polycristalline

Quartz sand

Raw silicon

Ingot casting process

Wafer cutting

Thin-ﬁlm

Semiconductor
gas
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Photovoltaic modules

Quality makes all the difference /This is Why Sharp offers
a 10-year product guarantee and up to 25 years on output.

Thinner than a strand of hair

Although, at 9.5 %, thin-film modules do not achieve the same

The quality of the PV modules is a decisive factor in the yield of a

reduce their energy yield. PV manufacturers have the option of

Thin-film modules have a different structure from monocrystalline

high level of efficiency as conventional crystalline solar cells,

PV system. Branded products offer customers exceptional levels

testing their modules to put their customers’ minds at rest. Sharp’s

and polycrystalline modules. The photovoltaic effect that ensures

they offer clear cost advantages in terms of the price per module

of reliability in terms of both product performance and guaran-

polycrystalline and monocrystalline modules have passed the salt

electricity flows is the same, but the actual layers that make up

square metre. Thin-film cells are used where it is not just a ques-

tee. When you opt for a Sharp PV module, you benefit from over

mist corrosion test of the Association for Electrical, Electronic &

thin-film modules are only about 2 microns thick – a strand of

tion of a few spare square metres of roof, façade or ground space.

50 years of solar experience as well as product quality, innova-

Information Technologies (VDE) and the German Agricultural Soci-

human hair is roughly 40 times thicker. These layers of silicon or

Their elegant looks mean they are also highly coveted in modern

tion and reliability. The quality of a PV module can be checked by

ety’s resistance to ammonia test.

other semiconductors are “steamed” onto a pane of glass in a

architecture.

means of various criteria:

similar way as for a flat screen.

(VBSBOUFF Sharp not only provides a 10-year product guarModule efficiency: An important factor in the PV system’s

antee but also an output guarantee that indicates the maximum

Innovation by Sharp

output is its module efficiency, which indicates the percentage of

permissible deviation in the output of a PV module after a speci-

Microamorphous thin-film modules not only conserve resources,

solar energy converted into electrical energy.

fied number of operational years. For its thin-film modules Sharp

they also use the sun’s energy twice over as they are made up of

provides a 10-year guarantee on 90 % of the specified minimum

two layers – an amorphous and a microcrystalline silicon layer. This

Tolerance thresholds: The tolerance values stated by a mod-

output and a 25-year guarantee on 80 % of the specified minimum

ensures that thin-film modules from Sharp make especially good

ule manufacturer indicate the extent to which the actual output

output. For its crystalline modules Sharp provides a linear output

use of sunlight. Their temperature coefficients also mean they are

measured can deviate from the rated power. Sharp guarantees a

guarantee over 25 years: in the first year it guarantees at least 96 %

particularly effective in relatively warm climates and can thus ide-

positive power tolerance for its crystalline modules of up to +5 %.

of the specified minimum output and thereafter that the annual

ally complement monocrystalline or polycrystalline modules.

Moreover, Sharp only supplies modules that have exceeded the

reduction in output will not exceed 0.667 %. At least 80 % of the

specified performance in production tests.

specified minimum output is thus guaranteed after 25 years.

Module registration: To ensure the installed components
are original Sharp thin-film modules, they have to be registered

Performance guarantee

with the company. Although this is not necessary for crystalline
modules, Sharp does recommend registering them as well. Regis-

100%

tration is quick and simple and can be carried out on the website
95%

your photovoltaic system, which in turn validates your product and
performance guarantee.
Extremely durable: Solar modules installed near a coast are
exposed to salty air, those in agricultural applications to ammoState-of-the-art thin-film modules from Sharp can be integrated into existing

nia. Both are an additional stress factor for the modules and can

Guarantee on power output

you receive a certificate guaranteeing that you are the owner of

(in % of the minimum output value)

www.brandaddedvalue.net. The advantage of registration is that

90%

85%

80%

75%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Year

properties or new buildings, thereby enhancing the architecture

20
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Photovoltaic modules
On-roof or in-roof, ﬂat roof or façade, or simply on
the ground /This is Why the Sharp portfolio has the
right product to meet your needs.
Mounting types 1

Mounting types 2

More than one option

Flat-roof mounting

On-roof or in-roof, flat roof or façade, ground installations or spe-

PV modules can be flexibly positioned on flat south-facing roofs

cial solutions: many different options are available for installing

and angled optimally for maximum yield. The modules are posi-

PV modules and PV kits in visually attractive ways. You can be sure

tioned at an angle by means of a cost-effective mounting system.

of finding the right solution to suit your specific requirements.

This standoff mounting, as it is known in the solar power industry,
is particularly recommended for large flat roofs with no barriers,

On-roof mounting

e. g. on industrial buildings. An analysis of the building’s structural

In this case, the PV modules are mounted on a special substruc-

strength is often required.

Flat-roof mounting

ture about 5–15 cm above the roof. The rear ventilation this onroof mounting makes possible cools the modules and optimises
yield. The lower the temperature of the solar cells, the higher the

Façade mounting
On-roof mounting

A distinction is made between cold and warm façades for this

efficiency. On-roof mounting is simple, fast and economical, and

architecturally attractive form of mounting. In the case of cold

suitable for almost any roof.

façades, special modules are retro-installed on a façade where
they not only generate energy but also protect against the weather.

In-roof mounting

An entire outer wall made up of specially designed PV modules,

From an architectural perspective the integration of specially

which takes on all the functions of the building skin, is referred to

designed PV modules into an existing roof structure is the more

as a warm façade.

Façade mounting

sophisticated variation. Besides the very attractive design, in-roof
mounting also has economic advantages since the modules take

(SPVOEJOTUBMMBUJPOT

on some of a roof’s functions. However, adequate rear ventilation must be ensured. Consult a specialist installation company or
architect for more information.

Ground installations turn many a farmer into an energy provider or
In-roof mounting

enable local communities to convert abandoned rubbish tips into
solar power plants, for example. Many state-of-the-art ground
installation systems feature a sun tracking facility, excellent rear

Ground installations

ventilation of the modules and easy accessibility.
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Photovoltaic systems

Off-grid or grid-connected operation /This is Why Sharp
has customized photovoltaic solutions for every application.
Off-grid PV system

Grid-connected PV system

Power for one and all

Solar power – from the sun to the grid

PV systems can be operated as off-grid or grid-connected power

As an operator of a grid-connected PV system, you feed the solar

systems.

power you generate into the public grid via a separate export
meter. Every kilowatt-hour (kW) you feed in will be paid for in line

Off-grid PV system

with the legislation applicable in your country.

Grid-independent PV systems work in the so-called off-grid mode,
i. e. they are not connected to the public grid. This type of system

(SJEDPOOFDUFE17TZTUFNT

A

is particularly suitable in cases where connection to the grid is not

The direct current generated by the PV module is first conducted

possible or very cost-intensive, e. g. in remote areas such as iso-

to the inverter. Its most important task is to convert direct current

E

lated valleys and small islands, and power requirements are low.
In off-grid mode, PV modules charge a storage device such as a

PV modules are functioning optimally and achieving the highest

battery with direct current and supply the system operator with

possible yield. Moreover, the inverter monitors all the PV system’s

electricity from their own grid. Ideally, 12 V, 24 V or 48 V devices
normal alternating current.

C

Public grid

functions and switches it off if, for example, there is a power fail-

B
D

B

into grid-compliant alternating current. It also ensures that the

E

are used. An inverter can be used to enable end devices to run on

A

E

D

ure in the public grid. Finally, the inverter directs the current into
the public grid via the export meter.

Parallel operation with grid

The export meter: counting each hour

If a connection to the public grid already exists, it makes sense

The export meter tells you how much electricity your PV system

E

C

to couple the PV system with the grid by means of an inverter.

An off-grid system generally consists of the following components:

has produced and fed into the electricity grid. This device is com-

A grid-connected PV system consists of the following components:

Solar power that is not required by the system operator can be fed

A: PV modules for converting light into electricity

pletely independent of the import meter and counts each kW you

A: PV modules for converting light into electricity

into the public grid as surplus electricity and the power company

B: Inverter for processing the solar power to meet grid quality

will be remunerated for according to the incentive scheme apply-

B: Mounting system for installing the PV modules

charged accordingly. If your demand for electricity rises, parallel

standards (optional)

ing in your country (feed-in tariff).

C: Inverter for processing the solar power to meet grid

operation with the grid allows electricity to be supplied from the

C: Charge controller for monitoring the solar battery’s

grid as well.

charge status

Data monitoring: knowing what’s up

D: Export meter for measuring power yield

D: Solar battery for storing the direct current generated

The data logger monitors and evaluates data so you can keep track

E: Import meter for measuring power consumption

E: Appliance

of your power production. Data loggers are mainly wireless-based

standards

and obtain all the relevant information from the inverter, e. g. the
current electricity production.
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Europe
Responsibility for humankind /This is Why the EU is
committed to a 20 % reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
by 2020.

27 countries – one idea

27 member-states are aware of their responsibility to humankind

Europe has a huge appetite for energy. The 27 EU member-states

and the environment, they have undertaken to reduce emissions of

currently consume about 3,400 terawatt-hours a year. Total elec-

greenhouse gases by 20 % of the 1990 levels by 2020. To this end,

tricity consumption in the EU rose by 10 % from 1990–2005. The

the share of renewable energies is to rise to an average of 20 % by

greatest portion of the European energy mix is still made up of

2020 – with the help of the sun. Thanks to its reputation for high

the finite fuels coal, gas and oil plus nuclear power, all of which

reliability and performance photovoltaics plays a significant role as

are potentially harmful to the environment. Yet because the

a clean, CO2-free energy source.
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Overview

Promoting cleaner energy /This is Why 23 EU membercountries have introduced minimum tariff models.

Europe leads the way

individual European countries. Here, the so-called minimum tariff

23 European countries agree

improvements that achieving the expansion targets would entail

Europe is currently the global leader in PV technology. Accord-

model is pulling ahead with 23 EU member-states already hav-

The principle and the practical implementation of the minimum

in 2004, it became apparent that the countries that implemented

ing to figures from the European Photovoltaic Industry Associa-

ing opted for this model. The German Renewable Energy Sources

tariff model are simple: operators of a photovoltaic system

a well-designed minimum tariff model early on were well in the

tion (EPIA), 13 of the 16 gigawatts (GW) installed worldwide in

Act (EEG) is one of the best examples of how the minimum tariff

receive a guaranteed minimum price for the solar power they

lead. This model is also catching on worldwide with more than

2010 were accounted for by Europe alone. With a total capacity

model is implemented.

feed into the grid while the grid operators guarantee to purchase

40 states having introduced feed-in rates in the form of guaran-

the electricity. When the European Commission analysed the

teed minimum tariffs.

of 7.4 GW, Germany leads the way in the European market for
PV systems. Other key markets include Italy with 2.3 GW and the
Czech Republic with almost 1.5 GW of new installations in 2010.

Promoting photovoltaics in the EU
Serious alternative
As an alternative to gas, coal and nuclear power, solar energy is
taking on an increasingly important role in a country’s energy mix.
Around 4 % of the power consumed in Spain in summer 2010,

Feed-in tariff

23 times

Green certiﬁcates

14 times

Investment subsidies

25 times

Tax incentives

21 times

SE

for example, was supplied by PV plants. If politicians continue to

FIN

push for cleaner energy generation, photovoltaics could play a
role in the shutting down of conventional coal-fired and nuclear

EE

power plants.

LV
DK

Success model for Europe

LT

IE
BE

The EU has specified the common goal, but each country has its

GB
NL

own expansion objectives for renewables. Moreover, the actual

PL
DE

shape of the programme for promoting photovoltaics is up to

CZ
SK

LU

Sharp PV production in Wrexham, UK

AT

FR

HU

RO

SLO
IT
BG
PT

ES
GR
CY
MT
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Source: REN21, EPIA, EuPD Research
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The economy

Solar energy is Europe’s future /This is Why photovoltaic
technology makes sense – ecologically and economically.

A booming market

Photovoltaics – more and more economical

The global PV market has seen exponential rates of growth in

One of the greatest challenges for the industry and research sci-

recent years. As a result of improved efficiency, reduced produc-

entists is to ensure PV technology can compete with convention-

tion costs and incentive models, the global photovoltaic market

ally generated electricity. Conservative estimates indicate that this

grew by nearly 800 % between 2006 and 2010. In the EU, the

should be the case in Germany and southern European countries

installed photovoltaic capacity totalled approx. 29,000 megawatts

such as Italy and Spain as early as 2012, and in other major EU

at the end of 2010 – enough to meet the electricity requirements

member-states, such as France and the UK, between 2015 and

of about 6.5 million households.

2020. These scenarios are based on the assumption that energy
prices will rise by 1–4 % depending on the region and segment,

Photovoltaics – an export hit

and that PV module prices will fall. In recent years, however, energy

Europe is a driver in the PV market for two reasons; first, it is the

price increases have been considerably higher. If this trend contin-

world’s leading PV producer, and second, it is the world’s most

ues, the break-even point for solar power will come even earlier.

important market for PV systems. The German market remains
the driving force, commissioning almost 50 % of the global pro-

A more than positive conclusion

duction of solar modules. Since other European countries such as

By working together, Europe can trigger the urgently needed

Spain, Italy or France are seeing the beginning of a solar boom,

energy turnaround. The technical means are already available and

extraordinary growth rates can be expected to continue in Europe.

ready for immediate use. Join us in saying yes to solar power! After

In their Solar Generation 6 Report the European Photovoltaic

all, the sun is Europe’s future.

Industry Association and Greenpeace predict that each megawatt
of solar power produced and installed will result, on average,
in 30 new jobs.
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The economy
Europe needs photovoltaic research, training and
production /This is Why Sharp invests to set new
standards and drive the industry forward.

Open to everyone – the Sharp Solar Centre

Blue skies for new recruits at the

High-tech R&D in Oxford

Sharp solar modules – manufactured in Europe

The Sharp Solar Centre in Wrexham, North Wales, provides infor-

Sharp Academy

At the Sharp Laboratories of Europe in Oxford some of Europe’s

Sharp’s photovoltaic modules for the European market have been

mation about all possible aspects of solar energy. Schoolchildren,

In the grounds of Sharp’s factory in Wrexham, the Sharp Renew-

best scientists and engineers are researching and developing new

manufactured in cutting-edge factories in Wrexham since 2004 and

students, future employees in the solar power industry and busi-

able Energy Academy trains budding photovoltaics specialists in

technologies for photovoltaic energy generation and storage –

Catania since 2010. The solar cells come from Japan, the home of

ness people can explore the world of solar energy in fascinating

weekly seminars that offer a mix of theoretical knowledge and

technologies that are used in Sharp products all over the world.

Sharp, and are integrated into monocrystalline, polycrystalline and

surroundings. Countless exciting interactive features allow visi-

practical experience based on the simulated installation of PV

Sharp also supports its major European customers in milestone

thin-film modules at these two European sites. Production capac-

tors to learn and experience first-hand how solar energy can be

systems on the training roofs. Besides new recruits, authorised

projects and conducts research and development for Sharp prod-

ity is currently 500 MW at the Wrexham factory and 160 MW

used to generate electricity and protect our planet from climatic

Sharp partners can also attend the Academy to train as PV instal-

ucts in the fields of LED illumination, LCDs, semiconductor lasers

in Catania. Sharp sources some of the raw materials required to

catastrophe – for the sake of future generations.

lation experts.

and life sciences.

manufacture solar cells and other production materials in Europe.

The Sharp Solar Centre in Wrexham
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The Sharp Laboratories of Europe in Oxford
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Renewable Energy House
Pan-European support for solar power /This is Why
Sharp backs teamwork – in Brussels and with other
industry players.

Renewable Energy House
Renewables have an address of their own in Europe: Rue d’Arlon
63–65, Brussels. The Renewable Energy House, home to the most
important European renewable energy associations, was set up at
the initiative of HRH Prince Laurent of Belgium and the European
Renewable Energy Council and was officially opened in 2006. The
headquarters of the European renewable energy associations also
serves as a reference object and showcase for the industry. Since
its restoration, the 120-year-old building has been entirely sup-

ISES

plied with heating, air-conditioning and electricity from renewable

Brussels: seat of the European Parliament, European Commission, European

sources. The range of technologies used includes a solar heating

Council and numerous renewable energy associations

system, pellet heating system, geothermal heating system and

International
Solar Energy
Society

integrated PV modules.
PV Technology Platform
Calling card for photovoltaics

In 2005, the European Commission created the European Pho-

A great many different PV modules were integrated into the PV

tovoltaic Technology Platform to provide political backing for

system of the Renewable Energy House to illustrate how diverse

photovoltaics at a pan-European level. The Platform is the pre-

this technology is: monocrystalline, polycrystalline and thin-film

ferred vehicle for mobilising and pursuing PV-related initiatives,

modules installed not only on the roof but also in corridor and

programmes and policies, thus bringing together all the relevant

kitchen windows. Sharp Solar was one of the solar technology

parties from science, industry and politics. The Platform’s Steering

companies that supplied high-performance PV modules for the

Committee is made up of high-ranking figures from the photo-

Renewable Energy House.

voltaics industry. The PV Technology Platform brings together
theory and practice as well as research, industry and policymakers. It thus makes a significant contribution to the bright fulfilment
of European PV goals.

Historical and yet future-oriented: the Renewable Energy House in Brussels
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